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This thesis presents a preliminary design of a demand forecasting service using a service design               
approach. The service aims to provide a better user experience when forecasting demands for the               
Operational Managers (OM) in an online food-delivery platform. Based on the internal user interviews,              
demand forecasting is essential to plan the right yet efficient balance between order demand and               
delivery supply. However, some limitations were discovered in the existing process that creates             
unnecessary manual work, and therefore less time productivity. This thesis explores whether to create a               
better digital and centralized forecasting service and can be introduced to reduce the manual tasks as                
much as possible using Machine Learning models. The research methodologies used in this thesis are               
the user-centric design methods, for example, semi-structured interviews, Affinity diagrams,          
Stakeholder Mapping, Persona, User Journey Mapping, and Service Blueprint. Moreover, the research            
highlights the current gaps in the forecasting process and presents comprehensive suggestions in             
designing the forecasting service. The results also combined the stakeholder aspirations to ensure             
operational efficiency and user-centric design methods to solve those gaps. 
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Denna uppsats presenterar en preliminär design för en tjänst för efterfrågeprognostisering med hjälp av              
en tjänstedesignmetod. Tjänsten syftar till att ge en bättre användarupplevelse vid prognostisering av             
efterfrågan för de operativa cheferna på en online-matleveranstjänst. Intervjuer med interna användare            
visade att prognostisering av efterfrågan är viktig för att kunna planera en korrekt men effektiv balans                
mellan efterfrågan och antalet kurirer. I den nuvarande processen upptäcktes dock några begränsningar             
som skapar onödigt manuellt arbete och mindre tidsproduktivitet. Förslaget var att skapa en bättre              
digital och centraliserad prognostiseringstjänst och minska de manuella uppgifterna så mycket som            
möjligt med hjälp av maskininlärningsmodeller. I forskningen tillämpades användarcentrerade         
designmetoder, till exempel halvstrukturerade intervjuer, affinitetsdiagram, intressentkartläggning,       
persona, kartläggning av kundresor och service blueprint. Dessutom belyste forskningen de befintliga            
luckorna i hela processen och presenterade omfattande förbättringsförslag för utformningen av           
prognostiseringstjänsten. Resultaten kombinerade också intressenternas ambitioner för att säkerställa         
operativ effektivitet med användarcentrerade designmetoder för att lösa rätt problem.          
Prognostiseringstjänsten utvecklades av företaget utgående från forskningsresultatet. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 
 

Nowadays, food delivery is one of the most common services in the world. The concept is not                 
new, and it offers ordering convenience for its consumers to order restaurants when they demand               
it. From ordering by phone to utilizing online food platforms linked to the desired restaurants,               
ordering food at home is common for everyone. Numerous companies worldwide have started to              
concentrate their strategies and compete in food delivery industries during the past seven years .              
In the early days of this service, online food delivery had only a limited number of restaurants or                  
menus. Nevertheless, it has expanded its choices immensely, allowing consumers to access a vast              
array of restaurants and millions of dishes. 

 
Based on “The Changing Market for Food Delivery” by McKinsey & Company (Hirschberg et              
al., 2016), the current market value for food delivery is estimated at 83 billion EUR, which is 1%                  
of the total food market. It has developed globally, with an overall growth rate estimated steady                
at 3.5% for the next five years. Although traditional by-phone orders still dominate the food               
delivery industry, the advance of digital technology is reforming this market and redefining how              
the players in this industry compete. The current market is accustomed to shopping online              
through websites or apps. Hence, the transparency and convenience of digital platforms enhance             
the experience of ordering lunch, dinner, or snacks, whenever the consumer wants it. 

 
Investments have continued to be poured into the digital market, making these markets rapidly              
growing. Hirschberg et al. showed that 26% of standard by-phone deliveries are made online and               
expected to increase significantly in the coming years. There are several significant players in the               
digital food delivery platform that operate on a global scale such as Wolt, UberEats, Delivery               
Hero, Glovo, and GrubHub. These players focus on different market regions in the world. For               
example, Wolt, Glovo, and Delivery Hero compete to build large user bases in most European               
Countries (Europe Food Delivery Companies, n.d.). These companies need to have a unique and              
robust strategy to address the consumer's demand globally to survive in this highly competitive              
market. There are general strategies to deal with market demand examples to cope with this, such                
as hiring more staff and having scalable technology systems in place. 
 
Having the right technology means that a company will have the right technology set up to scale                 
in the desired time-span. Hence, when a business’s demand gets higher, the business is prepared               
for the growth and executes the predefined technology strategy. One of the ways to foresee               
future growth is by having a business forecasting process established in the company. In this               
context, the forecasting process is how a business can effectively predict how many orders are               
coming, especially to prepare a scalable support for the operations. 
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1.1.1 The Use of Demand Forecasting 

Traditional companies may see forecasting as a frustrating process. The forecasting requires            
historical data which is often scattered within the company. The strategy behind getting the              
forecasting result is also unclear. Usually, there are misalignments between who know the             
forecasting formula and the business inside the company. With numerous stakeholders that need             
the forecasting data, the conflicting incentives add more intricacy on what metrics/goals should             
or should not be put into the account for the forecast. Worse, the forecasting result can be                 
politically compromised and not optimal. Therefore, it would not be beneficial to the             
decision-makers and lead them to go back to square one, trusting their intuition to decide. It                
would also be challenging to produce an exact forecast from day one since it would take time for                  
the decision-makers to examine and rely on the forecast result. 
 
One thing that benefits the decision-makers involved in forecasting is to accept that there are no                
correct or incorrect forecasts; there are only good or bad ways of creating or utilizing the                
projections (Kolassa & Siemsen, 2016). In order to benefit from the projections, these forecasts              
should consist of all known information inside a company to reduce the uncertainty of its result.                
If the forecast result is off compared to the actual result and the process has used all information                  
needed effectively, then it can be considered a mishap. On the contrary, if the forecast result is                 
accurate but the process fails to include the necessary information, then it can be regarded as                
lucky. To decide uncertainty, one should also examine more to the process that caused the               
decision, not only the quality of the decision itself, given the real outcome. 
 
Regardless of the risk and uncertainty in forecasting, many companies still use forecasting to              
plan their strategies (Shim, 2000). Due to the uncertain nature of a business operation, it is                
unlikely that the forecasted numbers would be precisely equal to the real outcome. Since no               
forecast is flawless, the company needs to confront, quantify, and balance out the remaining              
uncertainty gaps between the real number and the forecasted numbers. For example, having             
some offsets (x% plus-minus) in the forecast based on the previous historical data. Utilising the               
error rate approach would set the expectations of the decision makers and enable them to make                
informed decisions. Moreover, it would also clarify the risk of impacted decisions by the forecast               
result. 
 
Designing an effective demand forecast system might seem problematic to start with, but the              
benefits of getting the process correct are immense. The challenge of creating the forecasting              
process is not only about using the advanced algorithms or hiring experienced people but also               
managing the cross-functional communications between stakeholders (Smith 2009). If these          
challenges are surpassed, the benefits are tremendous. For example, Simon Clarke (Clarke, 2006)             
described a major revamp of the forecasting process at Coca Cola inc., leading to a major                
reduction of worker-days in their inventory warehouse. Likewise, an improved forecasting           
process in an electronics manufacturer company led to savings on the inventory budget (Olivia &               
Wilson, 2009). Similarly, these forecasts on demand can significantly improve how a company             
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should prepare their supply and be treated as a significant opportunity. Therefore, as one of               
Europe’s biggest food delivery platforms, Wolt has been relentlessly creating effective and            
efficient processes internally. 
 

1.1.2 Balancing Supply and Demand in Wolt 
 

Founded in 2014 by Miki Kuusi, Wolt is a technology company based in Helsinki, Finland,               
known for its food-delivery platform. On the app or website, customers can order food from               
partners, pick-up, or deliver the food directly to the consumers. Currently, Wolt is operating in               
22 countries and is continuing to expand. To cater to the demand of the delivery orders, having                 
enough supply is the key to accommodate these orders. Couriers, which are the core of the                
supply section, are the ones who deliver the food from the restaurant to the consumer’s location. 
 
However, due to the rapid expansion of Wolt in several cities and countries, there are problems                
ensuring that the company has the right balance between the correct amount of orders and active                
couriers. The balance would ensure that Wolt’s customers receive excellent service, the couriers             
have enough orders coming, and the restaurants make sufficient revenue from those orders. One              
of the approaches is to forecast the upcoming demands for the next week and schedule those                
slots to be taken by the couriers. Current forecasting in Wolt is a manual process that is                 
performed weekly by the Operation Manager (OM) in a selection of Wolt countries. Therefore,              
Wolt can prepare operationally for the number of orders. However, although these OMs would              
have a similar underlying logic for forecasting, operating in several different countries with             
different regulations, consumers/couriers’ behavior, and the weather would cause complications          
technically and operationally. 

As Wolt already has thousands of transactions of order data per day, the company can leverage                
use of data and learn from it. One of the initiation projects uses machine learning models to help                  
the OMs benchmark the predicted number orders in the future. Using this prediction from              
historical data and the factors mentioned above, the company wants to decrease the manual              
weekly efforts of predicting and facilitating the courier supply and better utilise the data for               
making business decisions. Moreover, Wolt needs an effective forecasting process so that the             
information is available and usable internally. The current forecasting process operates in            
isolation and is manually based on historical data and local events, making the process              
cumbersome for these OMs. Wolt highly values the experience of all its users, externally and               
internally. This thesis is done in collaboration with Wolt as an internal project for designing the                
right service to its stakeholder experience. Thus, the service design approach would help in              
creating a forecasting service for the intended stakeholders. 

As a note, scheduling courier supply (commonly known in Wolt as Scheduled Hours) is a               
process that the company historically used in a selection of Wolt countries; some countries may               
use less or no Scheduled Hours at all, for balancing courier supply. These hours are also not                 
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obligating the couriers to be online and deliver; they are used as one of the methods of                 
facilitating courier supply availability in a specific time. In the same way, couriers without              
scheduled hours can also come online and do deliveries, but reliability of stable supply in some                
circumstances may be lower without scheduled hours. 

1.2 Motivation 
This thesis proposes forecasting using machine learning based on a service design approach. The              
system would provide a better user experience for the OMs when forecasting their cities’              
demands. Moreover, OMs can prepare the right number of supplies that can benefit the company,               
decent earnings to the couriers, and fair consumer experience for the delivery. As a renowned               
startup in Finland, Wolt is one of the companies that has been developing its own novel                
consumer experience technology in-house. Therefore, it is of importance to understand how            
machine learning data is managed and used in different countries with its specificities for the               
design of a consumer experience forecasting system. 
 
I chose this topic as a thesis topic in Wolt because of the right timing and duration to work on                    
this thesis. The forecasting project was already in progress on the machine learning side, but the                
service interactions were not defined first. I believed that by applying the service design that I                
have learned, it would be beneficial to push forward the forecasting usage. Moreover, the project               
had already started three months before I joined the company. Hence, understanding the             
underlying problem and usual process during the research phase is essential for this thesis. 
 
I believe that obtaining the needs, pain-points, aspirations of the OMs who will use the product is                 
of utmost vitals. The ideal way to acquire them is to talk directly and extract information from                 
the OMs. Therefore, I could empathize with the OMs by focusing on the human experience and                
standpoint, ensuring the design’s correctness. Because this is a cross-team project, I also had              
regular communication with the development, stakeholders, and OMs. The company aspires to            
create a forecasting service that would be effectively utilized by its stakeholder. The company’s              
aspiration matched my aspiration to implement what I have learned in Human-Computer            
Interaction studies. Hence, through this master’s thesis, I would like to apply a service-design              
approach in creating a functional and user-friendly demand forecasting service. 

1.3 Outline of the Thesis 
This thesis is composed of eight chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the background of the              
food-delivery industries, the potential for demand forecasting in improving processes internally,           
and Wolt’s strategy in creating an internal forecasting system. Chapter 2 introduces the aims of               
the study results and the research question to validate them. Chapter 3 introduces the background               
knowledge and reviews the state-of-the-art of demand forecasting in the gig industry, data             
models commonly used for forecasts, and service designs, that ensures a smooth user experience.              
Chapter 4 defines the methodology used to gather the data and to define the OMs when                
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forecasting the order demands. Chapter 5 explains the analysis of the result of how well the                
methodology works in the design process. This chapter presents the results of the interviews,              
observation analysis, and workshops. These findings are used to inform how the service’s             
suggestions should be designed. Chapter 6 evaluates the results of the case and service design               
studies. Chapter 7 explains the research limitations, and defines the future research questions to              
be addressed. Chapter 8 reflects on the questions presented in this thesis and concludes the               
research. 
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2. Research Question and Hypotheses 
This thesis’s preliminary assumption is that by designing a user-centric demand forecast service,             
the service would benefit the OMs in facilitating sufficient courier supply needed on the road in                
advance. Also, it would ensure the operations run smoothly with a suitable delivery time to the                
consumers. The OMs perform several steps to forecast the orders manually. However, the             
company has also initiated a machine learning demand forecast model. Machine Learning            
forecasting itself is a compelling technology with high benefits. It could be implemented to              
reduce the time spent manually forecasting by OMs weekly. It would also lessen the challenges               
of manual forecasts, such as human errors, when gathering the required data for demand              
forecasting. The concept of demand forecasting can create a higher accuracy model that can help               
the OMs to predict the number of orders in the future. This thesis’s primary motivation is to                 
apply the user-centric design service in highlighting the current challenges of manual            
forecasting. Moreover, this thesis also explores the possibility of how a machine learning             
forecast could assist the OMs in their day-to-day supply management tasks. 
 
With this understanding, the following questions are the center focus of the research: 
 
MAIN RESEARCH QUESTION : How would a user-centric service design approach help           
design a comprehensive and standardized demand forecasting service for Wolt’s Operation           
Managers in facilitating courier supply? 
 
The goal is to design a demand forecasting service using a user-centric design approach, define               
the requirements to create a machine learning forecasting service, and explore the challenges             
surrounding the current forecasting processes. This research focuses on creating a service for the              
OMs, even though other indirect users could benefit from the systems, such as the couriers or                
other internal stakeholders. The question is intended to capture the steps involved in the              
forecasting process as principles that would reduce the manual worked currently required for             
forecasting. Understanding the current forecasting process challenges would also assist the OMs’            
to outline and ideate novel solutions to challenges in order forecasting.  
 
SUB-RESEARCH QUESTION: There are three sub-research questions to address in this           
thesis: 

● How can a service design approach be incorporated in creating a forecasting service? 
● How can a machine learning forecast support the courier supply process of OMs? 
● What are the stakeholders’ criteria/problems that need to be factored in when building a              

forecasting service?   
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3. Literature Review 
 
This chapter will be to further the foundation of knowledge of the thesis. The chapter supports the reader                  
in understanding the demand forecasting process in the gig economy, how machine learning takes place               
and the role of service design that is already implemented in this field. 

3.1 On-demand Gig Economy 
The gig economy is often described as two forms of work, crowd work and work-on-demand via                
an app (De Stefano, 2015). Crowd work refers to working activities of completing sequences of               
tasks through online platforms. Through the internet, these platforms connect numerous clients            
and workers globally from multiple organizations and individuals. The nature of crowd work             
tasks to perform can differ substantially, however, the tasks are often monotonous or tedious              
activities that require human interaction, for example, completing surveys and tagging photos            
(Irani, 2015). Some other cases also allow more meaningful works like designing logos and              
developing a website. In comparison, Work-on-demand tasks offer traditional working activities,           
such as, cleaning, transport, and running errands. These workers are usually locally managed and              
assigned by companies that provide their services to their customers through mobile apps. 
 
Nowadays, work-on-demand gigs via an app are getting popular because companies see this as              
an excellent opportunity to offer a platform that easily connects these workers to their customers.               
The company services are there to fill in the gaps of common daily problems. Innovative services                
utilising work-on-demand gigas are pervasive in everyday life, such as delivering food/groceries            
and home repairs, to specialized services such as driving, legal services, or medical consultancies              
(Aloisi, 2015). In comparison, from the workers’ (often called giggers ) perspective, these jobs             
are time flexible and the jobs pay good money. On the other hand, from the gig-companies                
perspective, these companies reinforce the flexibility with using technology platforms; they           
create sustainable business using a scalable pool of workforce. These giggers are usually             
provided based on order demands and compensated on a pay-as-you-go basis. This compensation             
means that they are paid only for the time they work for their customers. The facilitating                
companies between the clients and the worker have several compensation schemes. The most             
common procedures are setting minimum compensation per a particular task and having the             
requester of the work set the wage (Eurofound, 2015). Because these workers are provided as               
just-in-time workers, balancing between the orders coming in and the operational workers is one              
of the keys to maintain profitability. 

3.1.1 Criticism against On-Demand Gig Economy 
Even though the gig economy has leveraged the giggers network, knowledge, and skills rapidly,              
these advantages also come with their adversaries. Companies that facilitate these giggers            
manage different risks than a typical business corporation would be required to. Compared to              
regular employment with its settled merits, these contractual giggers are exposed to inevitable             
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frictions and controversies regarding financial instabilities, the employment rights and benefits,           
and less enforcement of legal rights (Gupta, 2019). 

3.1.1.1 Financial Instabilities 
Not having a regular salary, savings for the future becomes less clear and creates financial               
instability for the giggers. This is because if one does not know how much one will earn, then                  
planning on exactly how much money to save would be highly challenging. Moreover, this              
inflexibility of stable earnings is also affected by the competition between the giggers. Suppose a               
gig becomes popular, the potential of payments reduces. To address this risk, the giggers are               
“forced” to compromise their schedule by working in less desired time, which is             
counter-intuitive to the gig economy’s freedom jargon. For example, in a ride-hailing company,             
giggers are often prompted with locations to make more money and have fewer choices in their                
working hours. With this imminent threat, the giggers are often overworked to ensure financial              
income and make sure they have as many earnings that they could have before they lose their                 
share of the cake .  
 
The earnings often decrease and also sparks strikes in the company. For example, Ola (India),               
Uber (the United States), and GO-JEK (Indonesia), drivers went on a strike after a significant fall                
in their earnings based on the company policy (Adi, 2018; Shah, 2018). There is no protection                
for these workers because, in most countries, they are not represented by unions and are deemed                
as self-employed.  

3.1.1.2 Unfair Quality Control 
Quality control measurement could arguably affect the financial stability of these giggers.            
Another example is Amazon Mechanical Turk (Alkhatib & Bernstein, 2019), a marketplace            
platform for crowd workers. The company tried to use algorithms to ensure quality control of the                
giggers’ submission to its platform. Instead of leading a fair and automated measurement a, it               
was deemed as wage theft because the algorithm denied some valid works by the giggers.               
Furthermore, the false interpretation led to rejections of payment to the giggers. This would              
impact heavily on the giggers that have done good faith work and their earnings. In the study of                  
measuring performance of social workers, Petersen et al. (2020) argued that there are limits to               
the ability of removing discretion at the expense of automation. When the control is automated,               
the automation model needs to be able to respond to situational factors, such as human will, and                 
integrate it with technology 

3.1.1.3 Fewer Benefits and Protection 
As giggers increase, several supporting companies are critically accused of exploiting and having             
no safety net to protect their workers. Usual employment rights to a payment that have been                
fought throughout these past years by worker unions, such as paid holidays and sick leave, are                
not entitled to these giggers. Moreover, the giggers bear a higher operational cost and only have                
earnings if assigned to a job. Often, these workers are not guaranteed minimum payment and               
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therefore, without guarantees of income and long-term work it is challenging for these workers              
to apply for any long-term investments, e.g., bank loan or mortgage. Additionally, the giggers              
have expenditures, such as, taxes and returns, and specific license/permission to do the gigs,              
making it even less reliable and difficult to secure their savings for the future. 
 
With the increasing popularity of the gig economy, the market is yet to see the full effects of a                   
long-term gig economy which will affect the worker’s retirement. According to Forbes (2019),             
close to 50% of gig-economy workers are not saving for their retirement. It was reported that the                 
majority of these gig workers receive minimum to none employment benefits, and nearly 30% do               
not have any savings for their emergency needs. This situation would leave the workers              
vulnerable to any downside of business fluctuation. Although most companies are starting to pay              
more attention to this matter, such as supplying limited accidents or health insurance, it is still                
regarded as a short-term patch to the giggers protection. 

3.1.1.4 Less Enforced Regulation 
As the giggers remain outside the traditional employment structure, there is an urgent need for               
policies and regulations that ensure the workers’ safety in the gig economy. In managing a               
work-on-demand system, companies typically resort to highly manual processes for managing           
their workers and can be viewed as a gray area for compliance. Compliancy includes a               
self-employed contractor and a traditional employee. In bridging this gap, one proposal is to have               
another category of workers called an independent worker . This category’s idea is to             
acknowledge the characteristics of contractual workers and is in favour of the independent             
worker for them to negotiate for protection for the employment. 
 
The gig economy is criticized for being unfair to the giggers; however, the gig economy still                
plays a major role in the current economic development. Companies in this industry strive to               
address issues surrounding discrimination of gig economy workers and create a better            
environment for the sustainability of the workers. These companies need to ensure that the              
giggers are satisfied because they know that the giggers are at the heart of success in order for                  
these businesses to survive and grow. Initiatives are being taken from all fronts to make the                
gig-economy sustainable, such as adding benefits, improving earnings, and other alluring offers.            
Moreover, improving profits is deemed necessary because it impacts the livelihood of giggers. 
 
Although improving earnings is just one of the complexities in the gig-economy, focusing on              
earning gives value in the long run. To enhance the income of these giggers, balancing out the                 
supply and demand is unavoidable for a business’s sustainability. The company needs to be              
profitable to offer the giggers a safe and appealing platform to work. Hence, the knowledge of                
the demand of the business is essential. If a business can plan forward and have insights on the                  
market, the companies would also know how to make the operations efficient, therefore, leading              
to better stability between the demand and the giggers. The correct knowledge of demand is               
beneficial for the companies to strategize and helps the giggers to plan out their work better since                 
it gives them more freedom to decide when to work and when not to. 
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To balance these workers and the order demands, estimating the number of workers in the gig                
economy is challenging. The estimation numbers are highly dependent on the current market             
pattern. Moreover, the number of workers is also fluctuating because the workers are usually              
hired as freelancers. This estimation could be done more efficiently if a sufficient forecasting              
demand was to occur. In the case of Wolt, the more the company knows about how many orders                  
are to expect, the better planning they can execute. 

3.2 Time-based Demand Forecasting 
Demand forecasting uses historical transaction data to develop an estimation of an expected             
forecast of demand. From a business perspective, forecasting predicts the services and goods to              
be purchased by consumers in the future. From a gig-economy point of view, demand forecasting               
is used for estimating the required number of giggers in the future and the needed competence                
and skills. It is an approach to estimate resources with the right quality and quantity. Moreover,                
the forecast would also impact critical business assumptions, such as, profit, risk, mitigations,             
turnover, and other factors. With the current growth of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and the gig               
economy, businesses envision efficient ways of forecasting their demands as a part of a vital               
piece of information for their success factors (Heylighen, 2002). For example, forecasting            
demands and workforce requirements in e gig-economy have been useful for economic planning,             
policymakers, and training resources in companies (Wong et al. 2004). Another example is how              
data scientists offer services for companies and the company’s used historical data to uncover              
new insights and drive business value (Wang et al. 2019). As consultants to a company, the data                 
scientists were using their client’s own data, external data, and some machine learning             
techniques to leverage solutions of forecasting demand to their clients. 
 
According to Lewis (1997), one way of categorizing forecast methods is to forecast demands              
based on the period associated with the analyzed historical data (Table 1). 
 

Table 1 Time-based forecasting (Lewis, 1997) 
 
In the above table, Immediate and short-term forecasting is often associated with being useful in               
making tactical decisions. The forecast is based on analyzing fast pattern movements of the              
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Type of Forecast Period Associated Example of Application 

Immediate-term ¼  hour  to 1 day Electricity demand 

Short-term One week to 1 month Supply chain forecasting 

Medium-Term One month to 1 year Sales and financial 
forecasting 

Long-term One year to 1 decade Technology forecasting 



  
historical data. The methods are clear to operate and robust enough to be used, for example, daily                 
inventory forecasts. In the gig-economy, these forecasts would be beneficial for planning and             
scheduling labor supply, making finance trajectory, formulating prices based on demand, and            
planning marketing purposes, e.g., advertisements. 
 
 

3.3 Service Design  
The service design approach was introduced to face the development of new services in between               
the focus of marketing and design (Foglieni, 2017). Service marketing focuses on how the              
service is being delivered and consumed by its customers. In comparison, the design approach              
often focuses on comprehending the context in which a service is used and involving its               
providers and users in creating the service. This approach highlights the relation, the interaction              
of its users, and the users’ knowledge. They all can be integrated within a service. Both the                 
marketing and design methods share the same aspirations of being customer-centric and            
enhancing customers' lives by providing better services and products.  
 
Service Design is a process in creating an optimal experience for all the service users; it also                 
oversees the holistic approach and all interactions in a system (Mager, 2009; Manzini, 2009;              
Sangiorgi, 2009; Stickdorn and Schneider, 2010). The process requires a holistic view of the              
related users, their interactions, and the environment. According to Sangiorgi et al. (2015),             
service device acts as: 

1. Skilled contribution to cater to a specific need; 
2. Creative, people-centered, and systematic process; 
3. Collaborative mindset and approach 

3.3.1 Service Design Relations to Human-Computer Interaction 
As mentioned in the previous sub-section, Service design focuses on addressing design            
challenges comprehensively, considering the users and the stakeholders of a product, and            
applying the user-centric design methods through the design process. Since Blomberg and            
Evenson (2006) introduced service design as a leveraging platform that connects innovation and             
business development, the utilization of service design methods in Human-Computer Interaction           
(HCI) has rapidly increased. More digital products and services are connected to the Internet of               
Things, e.g., smart gadgets and sensor systems. Therefore, technologies are becoming a crucial             
part of service ecosystems. Despite the growth, the challenge of designing service ecosystems             
remains. Hakkila and Colley (2018) argued that the challenge of this growth was the lack of                
methods, addressing the opportunities and challenges in combining digital and non-digital           
services in a comprehensive service way. A holistic approach is needed to achieve a seamless               
digital service experience. Hence, despite the complexity of current digital services, the design             
must ensure a good user experience and usability. 
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HCI focuses on the relationship and interaction between human and computer systems. For             
instance, HCI research would dig into comprehending how people would use Augmented Reality             
devices and the interactions to utilize those devices and feedback. HCI of service design focuses               
on the interaction between business, technology, stakeholders, etc. Service design can enable            
enterprises to know their customers and operations by applying frameworks such as service             
blueprints and customer journey maps. Service design also allows businesses to prototype the             
possible solution in improving the flow and interactions of all their users. In contrast to these two                 
disciplines, HCI focuses on how the technology would be applied, and service design focuses              
more on improving the flow of business and user experience. In the HCI field, service design                
methods have been utilized in numerous domains, such as healthcare (Thomassen & Farschian,             
2017) and wellbeing (Jonna et al. 2018). 

3.3.2 Using Service Design in Companies 
Over the last decade, service design has been considered as a core driver that catalyzes the speed                 
of service, social, and user-centered innovation (European Commision 2010). The central issue            
that ties these three services is how companies tailor their business and organizations’ changes to               
accommodate better solutions that fit their customers' needs. Companies need to improve their             
products and services offered and create an enhanced experience that attracts customers.            
Furthermore, because society would change faster than rigid organizations, this would indicate            
that their offered service needs to evolve with the constantly changing customer satisfaction and              
perspective. Hence, service design assists these companies in shaping their offerings to match             
user expectations and requirements and creates access for any people within the organization to              
contribute to the company offerings. It allows the people to think like a designer, make an idea                 
rich or creative, and collaborate with their customers. 
 
Service design would support companies by providing techniques and frameworks that allow            
new concepts and solutions, from interviews and research, until prototyping and testing the ideas.              
For example, Nike, which started as a footwear manufacturing company, presents a clear             
example of service design benefits (Andre, 2016). They add different values to their current              
products, which strengthens their brand. They offer profoundly engaging and connected           
experiences, e.g prototyping with customers, that make their customer more faithful to the brand.              
Nike’s offering in a customer’s sports experience provides the apparel and other products, such              
as smartwatch and mobile application, which has several features for tracking the customer’s             
exercise. They give full yet diversified service that people need to do their physical workouts.  
 
Another example of service design usage is in the public sector, for example, transportation              
infrastructure, law, education, etc.. These sectores enhance their service offering by the            
collaboration between managers and citizens. Furthermore, the current digitalization era          
accelerates the partnerships and openness in service design, especially in community initiatives,            
legislative processes, community initiatives. This approach would ensure the public sector’s           
development be more citizen-centric and collaborative (Bason, 2014). Using design collaboration           
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practices, the method contributes to introducing new solutions with citizens, businesses,           
government, suppliers, and other institutions inside the public sector. 
 
The adoption of service design in organizations helps them achieve better strategies for their              
offerings. The method helps innovation strategies by creating or enhancing services that match             
user needs, tailors better and relevant experiences to customers, allows consistency to every             
element of the offered service, and increases the efficiency and effectiveness of the             
organizational performance in general (Polaine et al. 2013). 

3.3.3 Double-Diamonds Method in Service Design 
In employing the service design process, a wide range of design tools are used for creation and                 
observation. One of the frameworks that are commonly used for implementing a service design              
is the double diamond model. The double diamond is a model developed by The Design Council                
(Design Council, 2018), and it is divided into four distinct phases: Discover, Define, Develop,              
and Deliver. The Double Diamond model (Figure 1) has four different stages: 

 
Figure 1 The Double Diamond (Design Council, 2018)  

 
1. Discover: understand the problem, such as speaking and spending time with the people             

who are related to the issue. 
2. Define: gather the insights which can help to describe the main challenges/problems 
3. Develop: answer the defined problem and seek inspiration/idea for the solution 
4. Deliver: testing out a solution that would work for the service 

 
Figure 1 demonstrates how the approach starts with ideas and opportunities as complete as              
possible to situations where these ideas are narrowed and focused on distinct goals (D. Council,               
2012). There are alternations between divergent and convergent phases, shown in adjacent pairs,             
on the diamond’s shape. The first pair represents the problem definition phase and the second               
pair as a solution concept. The divergent stages (Discover and Develop) indicate the expanding              
options of the idea or problem, and the convergent stages means that one idea or solution is being                  
focused on and selected (Brown, 2008). 
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4. Methodological Approach  
This Chapter will cover how the design thinking process was utilized for this thesis to gain                
further information about the current gaps and challenges to enable the ideation and creation.              
There are numerous types of research approaches, each with a different collection, analysis, and              
purposes. One of the most effective techniques to gain insights from specific problems is to               
explore the social condition and identify how people think, feel, and interpret different meanings              
(Muratovski, 2016). The service design approaches are used because it would like to utilize a               
user-centric design and provide a comprehensive user experience for the OMs. 
 
To know who would be related to the demand forecasting service, a mapping of stakeholders is                
created. After mapping down the related users, I collected information through interviews. The             
interviews were used because I wanted to collect more in-depth insights into the planned              
service’s current stakeholders. To gather information about the current demand forecasting           
processes, both one-to-one and focus-group in-depth interviews will unearth the stakeholders’           
feelings and problems. This rich information from the interviews based on participants'            
experiences are mapped into an Affinity Diagram to identify recurring patterns that emerged.             
The categorized patterns would then be a source for creating a user profile and a user journey                 
map of the chosen profiles. The profiles and user journey would help support what sentiments               
and identify the challenges throughout the whole forecasting flow. These artifacts would be an              
essential reference in informing how to design the system blueprint. 

4.1 Problem Discovery Methods 

4.1.1 In-Depth Interview 
An in-depth interview is a practical qualitative data gathering method of directly contacting user              
respondents, collecting their personal experience, attitudes, sentiment, and perspective (Martin &           
Hanington, 2012). These interviews can be used for various purposes, such as requirement             
assessment, problem identification, strategic planning, and other improvements (Guion et al.,           
2001). The in-depth interview also has the advantage of creating a friendly and intimate              
atmosphere because it allows time for flexible small talks. Therefore, the approach draws out              
more resonant and richer information from relatively different viewpoints. I chose this method             
because it will help to identify personal interpretations and experiences of manual demand             
forecasting. 
 
Four in-depth individual interview sessions were done for this thesis. I interviewed the             
forecasting service stakeholders; 1 Business manager, 2 Operations Managers, and 1 Senior            
Product Manager. The reason for interviewing different users is to understand the current             
situation and issues from the operation executor’s side and the current forecast from the business               
side. The questions on these interviews are prepared in advance. Therefore, the interviews are              
semi-structured, giving fewer limitations for the interviewees to express their thoughts.  
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The interviews were done via, 

1. One-on-one sessions in Wolt office. These interviews were voice recorded. 
2. One-on-one sessions using Zoom web-conference. For interviewees are located outside          

of Helsinki.  
 
The interviews took about 45 minutes on average and were recorded. All of the interviewees               
were volunteers, as they saw the service would be beneficial for their day-to-day jobs. The               
recordings would then be analyzed for Affinity Diagram materials. All pain-points, ideas, and             
desires mentioned in the interview would be a single input for the affinity diagram. 

4.1.2 Focus-group Interview 
A focus-group interview is a method that uses in-depth interviews for groups in which              
interviewees are selected for sampling a particular population (Thomas et al.1995). These            
participants are also selected because they have in-depth knowledge of the topic, similar             
characteristics, and ease of talking with each other (Richardson & Rabiee, 2001). One of the               
prominent features of focus-group interviews is because of its dynamics. Therefore, the            
generated information would be rich because of each interviewee’s experiences. The technique            
could also provide a range of ideas, feelings, and sentiments while also uncovering differences or               
similarities between individuals. This method is chosen as one of the approaches to collect the               
data from the OMs since this method I will go in-depth on the current process of forecasting                 
while revealing common resemblances or differences. 
 
For this thesis, a total of 2 focus-group interview sessions were carried out. The first interview                
was conducted with 3 OMs, and the second one was performed with 2 OMs. The OMs were                 
chosen as sample participants because they are in charge of doing the weekly forecasting in their                
respective countries. Although positioned in different countries, these OMs have similar           
experience in manual demand forecasting and could enrich each other’s comments. In the             
interviews, the same questions will be used as in the in-depth interviews and prepared in               
advance. Therefore, the interviews were done semi-structured, to enable the interviewees to            
openly express their thoughts.  

4.1.3 On-site Observation 
In service creation, building a service that would fit into the real situation is crucial. Therefore,                
observing the user's current workflow while they are performing their work duties would be an               
effective way to perceive the end-to-end user experience. The approach would identify the             
interactions, problems, strengths, mental and physical obstacles, and other struggles that are            
faced by the users. The observation also provides insights of current users’ settings and their               
interactions while forecasting demands. Observation requires less rigid setups because the           
participants are performing their daily duties. The observations are done in the user's             
environment and context. Hence, users would feel comfortable and less strained. 
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Observational studies have been long utilized in psychology, and the user research is similar to               
the approach. There are two observation methods, natural observation (without the users            
knowing that they are being observed) and controlled observation (with the user’s            
acknowledgment of being observed). In controlled observations there might be biases such as the              
Hawthorne Effect (Wickström & Bendix, 2000) since participants are aware that they are being              
observed. There could be significant variables or behavior that would not emerge in an interview,               
such as unrealized pain points, forgotten steps in the flow, and even the user’s expression.  
 
I conducted one on-site observation with the local OMs in their office room. The observations               
were recorded while the OMs were having an open discussion. They would explain each of the                
steps, such as describing what tasks they perform and the outcome they expect. For the               
controlled observations, there are limitations in terms of time and budget to conduct the              
interview and analyze the result. The observations were recorded and were 1 hour in duration.               
Therefore, because of the time constraints not all of the forecasting steps were captured. The               
forecast would take significantly more time since the OMs manage more than ten cities, meaning               
they have to forecast each of the cities’ demand manually. All of the pain-points, confusions, and                
desires mentioned in the observation will directly be used as input for the affinity diagram. 

4.2 Result Analysis Methods 
The results of the collected information are gathered into several artifacts. These artifacts will be used as a 
basis to analyze and suggest the solutions to the demand forecasting service. 

4.2.1 Affinity Diagram 
User interviews result in rich qualitative data. After gathering the data and reasoning in the               
interviews the data then needs to be transformed into insightful information. The results need to               
be analyzed, should any emerged patterns lead to similar categories and contexts. This approach              
helps to examine the underlying concerns and uncover issues, break up qualitative data, and              
create a clearer categorized view of the ideas that arise. To present the results, I chose to use an                   
Affinity Diagram as the method to analyze the interviews' results.  

 
Also called the KJ Method (Kawakita, 1991), an Affinity Diagram is often used to cluster data                
and ideas purposefully. It helps to break down qualitative data and then arrange the information               
into groups of similar categories for further analysis. Affinity Diagram is used to externalize and               
combine the results and perspectives of all ideas while retaining that the research is data-driven               
(Martin & Hanington, 2012). Usually, one idea is represented in one sticky note. By synthesizing               
insights from these sticky notes an Affinity Diagram would be a practical approach to capturing               
general themes, such as, feelings, pain points, improvement feedback, and connections between            
themes. 
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Each of the points raised in the interviews was broken down into several Sticky Notes topics,                
such as problems, improvements, and other ideas. Each of the sticky notes are categorized in a                
meaningful way to extract similar patterns from the interviews. 

4.2.2 Stakeholder Mapping 
To create a service, I need to know which users will engage with the proposed service solution.                 
Stoney and Winstanley (2001) argued that there should be clear position maps that people and               
teams are viewed as valid stakeholders. The mapping approach would help to clarify where the               
bias should lean to when a service is designed. Stakeholder mapping involves plotting all the               
stakeholders of a service, product, or idea into one comprehensive map. The stakeholder maps              
help reinforce and convey the essential elements of the service visually and prepare for              
user-centric research and design (Martin & Hanington, 2012). In this thesis the map's main              
advantage is to visualize the representation of all people who can influence the forecasting              
service and how they are related. Stakeholders often have interests in how a service would               
perform since it impacts their work either directly or indirectly. Stakeholder Mapping aims to              
discover who has influence, benefit, resources, and a stronger strategy to implement the service.              
In summary, a stakeholder map gives insights of who benefit most from the service. 

4.2.3 Persona 
According to Martin & Hanington (2012), Personas are the descriptions of user behavior patterns              
that are represented in fictional profiles. The profiles are designed to humanize the focus, help               
the design communication, and test schemes. Personas are derived from the information            
collected from both interviews and observations. Persona profiles are used in the forecasting             
process to capture the similar behaviours and patterns in the forecasting process. These profiles              
are visualized and articulated based on the type of user that will use the system for a specific set                   
of functions. The profiles also provide general knowledge of each user, their positive experience,              
and their behavior patterns. Therefore, this knowledge can help to create understanding and             
make decisions on the system design (Nielsen & Norman, 2018). 

 
Personas help in empathizing and better communicating the core values of the forecasting             
service users. Typically presented as a one page summary, each persona would consist of              
information, such as name, fake photograph, narrations, demographics, goals, pains, needs, and            
motivations. Each persona is used as a reference for users throughout the service, as they would                
be valuable in discussing and presenting the system. In addition to being an innovative tool to                
align the users' understanding, personas also accommodate a persuasive reference when           
communicating results and scenarios to stakeholders.  
 
In this thesis, the personas are based on the affinity diagrams and the stakeholder mapping. The                
persona is used as a user journey map input to describe the current experience and user’s                
sentiments when forecasting demands. 
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4.2.4 User Journey Map 
A User Journey Map is a visual representation of a user's journey in the service, including all the                  
interactions between the user and the service (Design Council, 2018). The map contains the              
perspective of the user and explains their service experience. The map allows a designer to               
identify which part of a journey flow has issues or needs improvements. Additionally, it enables               
a designer to know the service experience thoroughly, from the start until finish. The user               
journey map is derived from the interview results and it concentrates on the user's experience,               
rather than only focusing on the abstract functionality of how a service should operate. Each               
phase of the map will contain touchpoint interactions of people, information, and products; It              
also uncovers the gaps between each of the touchpoints. 

 
Based on the Persona and the Affinity diagram of the OMs, I visually created the user's journey,                 
including the interactions. This method is chosen to have a thorough end-to-end picture of these               
OM's touchpoints when forecasting demands in their cities. 

4.2.5 Service Blueprint 
A service blueprint is a thorough visual representation of a service flow at different points in                
time. It covers a users' journey, touchpoints, and the background processes that are invisible to               
the users. Service blueprints complement the user journey maps because they aim to map the               
future service instead of detailing the current service (Design Council, 2018). The blueprint             
combines all of the service touchpoints while collaborating with the stakeholders' needs, wishes,             
and pain points. The method intends to identify and match the interaction between internal users               
(service providers) and external interactions (end-users) and show what processes are visible to             
the end-users. Moreover, the method also identifies the correlation between touchpoints and how             
they are triggered in the journey map. 
 
For this thesis, Service Blueprint is chosen because it highlights the current process and how it                
can be enhanced. This approach fits the thesis since the forecasting service is novel in that it                 
would benefit from gathering more requirements and specifications. In terms of effort of             
developing the service, the blueprint would detect problems earlier from the users and fix them               
before any sophisticated service development. 
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5. Service Design for Demand Forecasting  
In this chapter, we present the results of the user interviews, analysis of the interviews, and the 
design decisions made for demand forecasting in Wolt.  

5.1 The Perception of Demand Forecasting 
After conducting the in-depth interviews, group interviews, and on-site observations the insights            
of those interviews were put in an Affinity Map and categorized based on similar patterns or                
insights.  

5.1.1 The Cadence of Demand Forecasting 
I gathered the weekly rhythms while observing the OMs when creating a forecast and then 
translating that into weekly Scheduled Hours slots. Scheduled Hours is an internal term used in 
Wolt of a time slot where the courier can book a slot and the company offers a minimum 
guaranteed payment for the duration. 

 
Figure 2: Demand Forecasting Cadence Insights 

 
The affinity map presented in Figure 2 demonstrates that there are three insights that are grouped                
into the following categories: 

1. Time spent on demand forecasting and scheduling supply schedules: Based on the            
countries, their time spent would vary between a couple of hours and a full day. The                
amount of time spent on demand forecasting would depend on how the countries are              
using more or fewer schedules to provide enough courier supply. For example, countries             
that are less dependent on Scheduled Hours would use fewer hours to forecast and vice               
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versa. 
 

2. Templates of Scheduled Hours Slots: Scheduled Hours are hourly delivery slots offered            
by the company in which the couriers are guaranteed some payment per hour, assuming              
the conditions are satisfied. Most of the interviewees copy over couriers schedules from             
the previous month and make adjustments based on the new demand forecast. None of              
the OMs create a weekly schedule from scratch each time. 
 

3. Release schedule hours slots: The release of Scheduled Hours usually happen one or             
two times each week. The released schedules would be the slots that are available for the                
following week. If a Scheduled Hour slot is open, the couriers can book this schedule to                
plan out when they want to deliver in the following week . 

5.1.2 Communication with Other Stakeholders 

 
Figure 3: Communication with Stakeholders Insight 

 
As a part of the regular demand forecasting cadence which was mentioned in the previous               
section, Country OMs communicate the forecast with other stakeholders in their country. Figure             
3 shows the process which the OMs communicate with other stakeholders in the company. For               
example, they regularly meet with the Country General Manager, Marketing Manager, and            
Restaurant Partner manager. They discuss and agree on their forecasted number of order             
demand, the supply of needed couriers and restaurants, and other future business strategies that              
need to be considered. For example, based on business trajectory targets and the growth history,               
the stakeholders would agree on the number of orders they should pursue. The stakeholders              
would make this decide the number of orders in a higher level (monthly or weekly) and then the                  
OMs break the numbers down. It is up to the OMs to divide on a daily and hourly basis. 
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5.1.3 Factors of Forecasting Demand 

5.1.3.1 Historical Data and Growth 

 
Figure 4: Historical data and Growth Patterns Insight 

 
Figure 4 presents the historical data and growth patterns that are essential to set a basic structure 
of the demand forecasting. Most of the interviewees mentioned historical orders before other 
factors to weigh in for forecasting demands. The insights are: 
 

1. Demand/Supply History: Most interviewees used an internal dashboard to observe the           
historical order data, for example, the previous week or year demand on that same day.               
They used these demand numbers for a quick comparison of how much growth they are               
going to expect. On a more granular level, they also checked if there were any peak times                 
when the demand got significantly high and if the company had enough supply,             
oversupply, or even worse, undersupply. Hence, historical data plays an important role            
when creating the underlying base number of demands. 
  

2. Cost Related History: Though not much mentioned, some interviewees informed them           
that they checked how the average cost per task they spent historically that day. Cost per                
task is the operational cost that the company needs to pay the couriers per task. For                
example, if the cost per task was relatively higher than average, then it might be a sign of                  
oversupplying since Wolt has some guaranteed Scheduled Hours payment. 
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3. Growth Pattern: The growth pattern is a part of how the interviewees try to forecast               

how many orders they expect, for example, they check on how dinner peaks grow              
week-on-week. For instance, if they expect 1.5% more orders this week, this would also              
mean the supply needs to be adjusted. One of the interviewees mentioned checking the              
growth trends in the last 4-8 weeks. 

 

5.1.3.2 Weather 

 
Figure 5: Weather Insight 

 
Weather also came up as an essential factor in forecasting order demands. In Figure 5, the                
insights show that weather significantly impacts the number of orders. It especially affects peak              
times, such as dinner and lunch time. For example, one of the interviewees mentioned that rain                
or snow would cause an increase in orders by 15%-30%. One of the challenges when using the                 
upcoming weekly weather forecast is the accuracy of the weather forecast. Nevertheless,            
knowing that there would be changes in the weather would inform the OMs to expect demand                
increase and prepare for the courier supply. 

5.1.3.3 Salary Cycle 

 
Figure 6: Salary Cycle Insight 

 
Based on the insights which are shown in Figure 6, the timing of a customer's monthly salary                 
cycle in a country needs to be factored into the demand forecasting. From what these OMs                
discover, the number of orders also increases in that month's salary week. The cycle significantly               
affects the number of orders because they have more power to buy on those salary periods. For                 
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example, if a city's usual salary cycle is on the 4th week, there would be a notable increase in                   
orders that week, especially in the latter part of the week. 
 

5.1.3.4 Holidays and Events 

 
Figure 7: Holidays and Events Insight 

 
Holidays and events in the city also play a substantial role in determining the fluctuation of the                 
orders. Based on the OM’s experience in Figure 7, they need to keep track of bank holidays and                  
special events in their cities because they usually increase demands, especially on long holiday              
seasons. Special events for example are, summer concerts, marathon events, and Christmas eve             
week. These holiday factors help the OMs anticipate how many supplies they would need to               
balance these influxes. To gather this information, OMs usually search for significant events via              
Google. Afterward, they keep this information inside a document and share it within their teams,               
marking which dates they need to be aware of. 
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5.1.4 Aspirations of The Service 

 
Figure 8: Aspirations of The Service Insight 

 
In Figure 8, the OMs also pointed out topics that could be improved in their order forecasting                 
processes. There are two key points that were highlighted: 

1. Visual Dashboard of the forecast: Currently, they are manually crunching through these            
numbers. Frequently, they need to visualize the forecast to identify the patterns of history              
and forecast the order numbers better. Each of these OMs has their own way of               
visualizing these graphs based on their documents. 
 

2. More granular forecast: Their manual forecasting is usually on a monthly or weekly             
level. It would be useful for the OMs to precisely know the orders on a more granular                 
level, such as daily or hourly, so they could plan the courier supply accordingly. 
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5.1.5 Supply Planning 

 
Figure 9: Supply Planning Insight 

 
The number of order forecasts is of utmost importance to determine the right courier supply in a                 
city. Based on the insights gathered, shown in Figure 9, planning supply is key for Wolt to be                  
ready and to keep the consumers satisfied with an excellent delivery service level. This process               
of planning supply is carried out by creating Scheduled Hours slots to the couriers in advance.                
The number of Scheduled Hour slots would correlate with the expected orders of that week.               
Therefore, the OMs need to know how many orders they expect to plan better at a specific time                  
of the day or week. For example, if they know the weekdays' demand increases, then they would                 
add the Scheduled Hours on the weekends because they need more supply. In contrast to the                
hourly or daily expected orders, the OMs would also like to see a significant granular forecast                
(weekly or monthly), since they could plan the onboarding of couriers, if necessary. 
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5.1.6 Supply Concerns 

 
Figure 10: Supply Concerns Insight 

 
In the interviews insights, shown in Figure 10, the OMs also mentioned their current concerns               
about configuring the correct supply:  

1. Concerns about being oversupplied/undersupplied: In an ideal world of the business,           
OMs would like to incentivise a sufficient number of couriers to cover the order              
demands. Usually, the OMs have struggles with avoiding oversupply or undersupply           
conditions. An oversupply condition would lead to making couriers unhappy with fewer            
deliveries and it is also expensive for the company because there would be a minimum               
guaranteed payment for the couriers that are in their schedules. On the other hand, if an                
undersupplied condition occurs then the company would lose many orders and create a             
negative user experience both for users and couriers. 
 

2. Educating couriers when to deliver: To be efficient the OMs need to inform the              
couriers of the preferred time to deliver, for example, peak lunch or dinner hours, and the                
less preferred time to deliver. Correct forecast numbers could be used to inform the              
couriers better on the delivery timings that benefit them. 
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3. The laborious process of accumulating data for forecasting demands: Gathering          

information to forecast the number of orders and supply are mentioned to be a tedious               
process. Numerous data points need to be gathered on a weekly basis. The OMs also need                
to break the forecasted demands down into hourly numbers to get more precise required              
supply. 

5.2 Connecting the Dots of Demand Forecasting Necessity (Key 
Findings) 
After the interviews and clustering the insights through Affinity Mapping, some insights are             
mentioned by the OMs, for example, the issues, and opportunities that can be supported by               
establishing some process and efficiency while forecasting demands. These apparent pattern           
areas are: 

● Time spent on the forecasting: Forecasting demands were seen as essential to their             
operations, yet a laborious process to do. The operation team would need to spend a               
significant amount of time per week to weigh all the different factors and data to gather.                
They also need to communicate these forecasts to other stakeholders such as marketing             
and business. 
  

● Planning the courier supply after knowing the forecast : The planning of supply that             
follows after the forecasting was also deemed a manual process that can be strenuous              
because they have to do it daily as a part of their job responsibilities. These planning                
processes could differ from countries that depend on Scheduled Hours couriers and those             
who do not depend on Scheduled Hours couriers. Nonetheless, a fast and reliable demand              
forecasting source is needed as a basis for their planning. 
 

● Historical data and growth importance of the forecast: Predictions are seen as a             
manual but a data-driven practice that needs to be performed. The OMs need to be               
regularly supported by sufficient historical order data and growth as a core of their              
forecast. To improve accuracy, the OMs add data on weather, holiday events, and other              
external factors. However, it is unclear how these factors can improve forecasting are still              
based on intuition that OMs decide independently. Historical data is beneficial since its             
value increases if it is enriched with other contexts, for example, if anything in particular               
that happened that day. Historical data can improve how an OM would forecast the              
following weeks.  
 

● Reliability and standardization of the forecast: The OMs have different ways to            
forecast. As the forecast data is not shared between each of the countries, the demand               
forecast's reliability highly depends on how each of the OMs process the forecast.             
However, each of the OMs can benefit and learn from one another instead of being siloed                
in the forecasting process. If the forecasting data is processed in a standard way, then it                
will increase a forecast's reliability. Moreover, the OMs would still need to have their              
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critical local factors (e.g holiday and events) configured and tuned to have a more              
accurate forecast.  

● Indirect benefits of the forecast: A forecast is used for on-going supply and balancing              
on a day to day basis. However, if the company wants to enlarge the view on how this                  
forecast would be beneficial to the OMs, then the company can also plan how many               
couriers they should onboard. The onboarding of couriers can be a long process, therefore              
a better forecasting system can help them design better in advance. Moreover, a demand              
forecast would also help the couriers plan their weekly deliveries better. Couriers could             
be offered the visibility of how many orders are expected at a specific time. Therefore,               
this visibility will give the couriers the flexibility to choose when and where to do their                
deliveries. 

 
The process of forecasting is present and performed regularly in Wolt. However, the company              
can see the challenges, and the demand forecasting process can be improved from the forecast               
data model up to the user experience side. Even so, the data modeling and machine learning of                 
the demand forecast is not the focus of this thesis. This thesis focuses on designing the                
forecasting service and applies the service design method to provide solutions to the challenges              
in forecasting and create a smoother experience for the OMs.  

5.3 Demand Forecasting Stakeholder Mapping  
In creating a forecasting service, the company needs to understand which users they are building               
the service for. In this forecasting service, stakeholder mapping service is done first to identify               
who the company should consider in creating the service and choosing which user’s needs              
should be focused on. Before defining how the service should be designed, I divided the               
stakeholders inside Wolt, presented in Figure 11, that would be related to this service into two                
groups: Direct Users and Service Providers. 
 

 
Figure 11: Demand Forecasting Stakeholders 
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5.3.1 Direct Users 
Direct users are any users that would be directly using the service and tools to do their daily job                   
responsibilities. In this context, these users will use the forecasting service as the primary tool for                
supporting their responsibilities in maintaining smooth operations. Based on the affinity map,            
two type of users would be directly affected and helped by this service, 

5.3.1.1 Operations Team 
OMs in almost any business are the core personnel in the management that ensures the               
company's performance keeps going to its best potential. They monitor efficiency while trying to              
cut as much unnecessary cost as possible. In Wolt, OMs are the key people who ensure all the                  
day-to-day transactions and deliveries are working as smoothly as possible between the            
customers, the restaurants, and especially the couriers. For example, they need to ensure that the               
company has enough couriers to deliver all the orders and make sure the delivery process is at                 
the best user experience, both for the customers and the couriers. The OMs need to ensure that                 
Wolt’s operation runs in a healthy and scalable way. The operation teams would benefit the most                
from the forecasting service. One of their key responsibilities is making sure that the company               
can provide the best delivery quality to every order possible. Usually, each operational country              
has an OM supported by operation team members.  

5.3.1.2 Business Development Team 
Business Development teams are those who usually focus on new initiatives and the growth of               
the business. They focus on opportunities and collaborations for the company to expand and              
grow. In the context of demand forecasting, the business developers would be the team who               
would use the forecast of demand and its growth on a high level view, such as three months or                   
six months in the future. They are focused more on future forecasts because the forecasts are                
used to direct the business's growth in the long run. For example, to have good growth and                 
profitable business, they create these demand forecasts as targets. After the estimates, they plan              
out and extrapolate those numbers to reach their targets from the number of consumers, number               
of restaurants, and the number of couriers and how to get them organically. The business team is                 
centralized per country region where Wolt's business is running. 

5.3.2 Service and Tools Providers 

5.3.2.1 Courier Product Team 
To support the operations, product teams need to ensure that the operation team has the practical                
tools to do their job. In particular, the Courier product team focuses on creating the mobile app                 
used by the couriers and most of the web tools used by OMs. These web tools are used to                   
maintain the couriers' livelihood, such as onboarding, Scheduled Hours tool, payment rules, and             
other tools. The team consists of software engineers, UI/UX designers, and a product lead. In the                
forecasting processes, the courier team would be the implementer of the forecasting service and              
integrating the service with current tools that the company already has. 
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5.3.2.2 Analytics Team 
The Analytics team is the team who focuses on the data modeling of the forecasts. This team                 
would ensure that the historical data is populated and produce accurate demand forecasts that              
OMs will use.  
 
In this thesis, I am focusing on the service that would cater to the operation teams' needs first 
since the forecasting would directly benefit their work. 

5.4 Personifications of Operation Managers  
Because this thesis focuses on developing a service for the operation teams, I created the               
personification of the OM profiles. I want to dig deeper into different yet typical descriptions of                
the operation team's behavior regarding forecasting a demand. Two Personas have been designed             
to explain each of the profile's focus, that were derived from the interviews and observations.               
The names and the countries here are exemplary and do not represent the current reality in the                 
company. 

5.4.1 Schedule Dependant Manager Profile 
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Name Octavia Hornsbaek 

Location Copenhagen, Denmark 

Role Operations Manager 

Quote “Oversupplying would mean a significant cost for us, so having the correct 
number of forecasted orders is of utmost importance.” 

Narration Octavia is an OM from Denmark. In Denmark, all the couriers there are             
Scheduled Hours dependent, so she put a lot of effort and hours into             
checking and creating many scheduled slots. She would dedicate one whole           
day to create the slots for the entire next week. She is very keen on creating                
effective schedules based on the demand since the cost of oversupply is            
massive for them (guaranteed per hour) 



  

 Table 2: Persona of Scheduled Hours Dependent Managers 
 

The Persona in Table 2 shows that the Schedule Dependent managers spend more time              
forecasting both demand and supply because they want to make sure they have a healthy courier                
supply level. The accuracy of demand prediction for them is paramount because it is a               
determining step for creating delivery schedules. Moreover, these schedules have minimal           
guaranteed cost for the couriers, therefore oversupplying schedules would lead to cost            
inefficiencies and higher idle times without deliveries , with fewer demands coming in. 
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Weekly Cycle 

Motivations 

 

Needs ● Visual graphic history on historical orders and courier supply 
● Insights on what happens in previous weeks/months 
● City by city demand predictions 
● Prefer smaller period of demand forecast (prefer hourly than daily) 
● Warnings/notification on events that might happen because of the 

forecast 
● Efficient tools for predicting order demand in my city 
● Trustable demand forecast to plan on Scheduled Hours 

Pain Points ● The high cost of oversupply couriers 
● Spending too much time on forecasting demand and planning 

Scheduled Hours. 
● Too many tools to open to do forecasting and scheduling 
● Breaking down the demands from monthly to daily to hourly is 

laborious 



  
5.4.2 Non-Schedule Dependent Manager Profile 
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Name Rasmus Garfunkel 

Location Tallinn, Estonia 

Role Operations Manager 

Quote “I pushed for courier supply efficiency in my cities since the couriers can be 
online anytime they want.” 

Narration Rasmus is an OM from Estonia. In Estonia, all the couriers are less 
dependent on scheduled hours, so he puts less effort and hours into checking 
and creating less scheduled slots. This OM is striving for the efficiency of 
reducing Scheduled Hours, so he needs the demand to allocate the couriers 
better when to be online at a particular time. He would dedicate 2-3 hours 
per week to copy demands from last week and translate it to how many slots 
are needed per day. 

Weekly Cycle 

 

Motivations 

 

Needs ● Visual graphic history on historical orders and courier supply 
● Educate couriers when to be online 
● Reduce Scheduled Hours by knowing demands beforehand 



  

 Table 3: Persona of Non-Scheduled Hours Dependent Managers 
 

The Persona defined in Table 3 shows that Non-schedule dependent managers spend less time on               
forecasting both demand and supply. They are more flexible to match the demands because they               
are not laboriously creating delivery schedules. Although the demand forecasts are still needed to              
plan the week, their main challenge is getting couriers online and not being undersupplied. These               
OMs are using different ways to observe current Schedule Hour performance and to encourage              
the couriers when is the right time to deliver. 
 
Both of the Octavia and Rasmus Personas are used and explained in depth in Section 5.5 on 
journey mapping. 

5.5 Forecasting Demand Journey Mapping 
It is vital to observe the end-to-end forecasting activities to get an overall picture of the                
forecasting process. To clearly define how the current processes of Demand Forecasting and the              
opportunities for improvements a journey mapping of the OMs are created in this thesis. It               
includes the interactions between the OM and the currently offered services. The map would also               
show the managers' experience and touchpoints when forecasting their order delivery demand            
every week. I created a User Journey Mapping for each of the OM personas which presented                
below in Figure 12, Figure 13, and Figure 14. The journey mapping consisted of 3 components,                
that consecutively represents each primary stage: 1) Data Collection, 2) Forecast Processing, and             
3) Supply Schedule Assignment. 

5.5.1 Data Collection 
Actions: Historical Data Selection, External Feature Selection 
 
Data collection is the first stage in the whole demand forecasting cycle, which is presented in                
Figure 12. In this phase, the OMs gather the data needed to forecast the future order demand.                 
These steps aim to make sure all of the data is ready to be processed for forecasting. There are                   
two data points that they need to collect, historical and external and local features that would                
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● Observe current Schedule Hour performance 

Pain Points ● Complaints from couriers about not having enough Scheduled Hours 
slots 

● Couriers not being online at the time demand forecast are peaking 
● The negative cycle of undersupply (if you are not aware that you 

undersupplied on a day, there could be a chance you will reencounter 
the week after) 

● Bad user experience for both customers and couriers if 
undersupplied 



  
impact the forecast. In both scenarios, the OMs will prepare and choose which information              
points and time frames are relevant for their forecasting process. 
 

 
Figure 12: Data Collection - Forecasting Journey Mapping 
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5.5.2 Forecast Processing 
Actions: Analysis, Calculation, Communication 
 
After collecting data, the second step is the actual forecasting itself. The forecasting process, 
presented in Figure 13, is divided into three processes: analysis, calculation, and communication. 
The analysis phase is when the OMs examine the previously collected data and determine its 
impact before the final calculation. The calculation process will result in the number of demands 
that they need to cater for. After the calculation, these results are circulated to the 
internal/external team in the Communication phase. 

 
Figure 13: Forecasting Process - Forecasting Journey Mapping 
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5.5.3 Supply Schedule Assignment 
Creation, Release, Observing, and Adjustments 
 
After the forecast is calculated, it is the schedule assignment stage where the OMs may need to                 
create the Scheduled Hours slots. This process which is presented in Figure 14 is one of the                 
approaches to ensure the forecasted demands have sufficient courier supply and be planned out              
accordingly. Some OMs may use less scheduled supply assignments to the couriers and use other               
approaches, e.g., surge pricing, bonus fee, where they see fit in their country. Then, the schedules                
are released to the couriers to book the available slots via the Courier App. The last part is to                   
observe the booked schedule and any alarming events that may impact the supply for the               
forecasted order number. The OMs need to ensure that the operation can run smoothly for all                
those orders.  

 
 Figure 14: Supply Schedule - Forecasting Journey Mapping 
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5.5.4 Schedule-dependent Manager - Journey Mapping Analysis 
The OMs who are schedule-dependent put a significant amount of effort and time into demand               
forecasting to balance supply and demand. Tables 4, 5 and 6 define the manager’s journey which                
consists of using data collection, processing those data to demand predictions, and assigning the              
demands to match the delivery schedules. The focus of the flow is to plan couriers to operate                 
efficiently in terms of delivery time and the cost of the couriers' guaranteed payment. These OMs                
do not have much flexibility in planning the schedules because they plan and create the               
Scheduled Hours slots usually one week in advance. Each of the stages of the specific               
forecasting journey mapping is explained below. 
 
Stage 1: Data Collection 
 

 Table 4: Data Collection Stage of Schedule Dependent Manager 
 
 
Stage 2: Processing Data 
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No Customer Actions Customer Thoughts / 
Pain Points 

Opportunities / 
Improvements Idea 

1 Open Grafana Tool for 
Performance Last week 

- A visual graphic history 
of historical orders and 
courier supply, 

2. Check Number of Orders and 
Supply last week 

No warnings from last 
historical data (no processed 
data), long exhaustive data 
collection, and too much data 
points 

Insights on what 
happens in previous 
weeks/months, 
 

3 Collecting Information for 
other external features 
(Weather, Holiday, and other 
factors) 

Gathering local information 
needs a lot of searching, 
googling , marketing ads, and 
calendars. An issue on data 
trustworthiness 

A one-stop configurable 
place for all external 
features 

No Customer Actions Thoughts/Pain Points Opportunities/ 
Improvements Idea 

1 Open Excel sheets / Google 
sheets to process the numbers 

- - 

2. Check concerning 
undersupply/oversupply case 

Needs extra awareness to 
observe the real-time condition 

- 



  

 Table 5: Processing Data Stage of Schedule Dependent Manager 
 
Stage 3: Assigning Supply Schedule 
 

 Table 6: Assigning Supply Stage of Schedule Dependent Manager 

5.5.5 Non-Schedule Dependent Manager - Journey Mapping 
The OMs that are non-schedule dependent put less effort and time into demand forecasting while               
doing other measures to maintain the balance between supply and demand. As with the              
schedule-dependent managers, the non-schedule dependent managers journey consists of using          
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3. Calculate Historical order 
growth (weekday/weekend 
patterns) 

Interpretation of real-time data 
problems and the translation of 
real-time data to hourly data. 
Spend the whole day for this 
(for all cities in the country),  
 

Efficient tools for 
predicting order 
demand in my city, 
precalculation on the 
forecasted number by 
machine learning, the 
smaller period of the 
demand forecast 
 

4. Apply other local forecasting 
factors 

Adding factors are not 
standardized (based on a 
hunch) 

City by city demand 
predictions 
 

5. Check Forecasting numbers 
with other teams 
(internally/externally) 

No collaborations in processing 
the data (less visibility) 

Same platform to 
collaborate and 
observe forecasting 
flow 

No Customer Actions Thoughts/Pain Points Opportunities/ 
Improvements Idea 

1 Create Hourly schedules 
(new/copy) for each city 

Changes expected if forecast 
changes, cannot copy supplies 
from other cities, need to do it 
from scratch. Need to do this to 
all cities 

- 

2. Release Scheduled Hours for 
next week 

- - 

3. Observe Scheduled Hours 
booking 

No warnings if supply is going 
to change / not met 

Real-time observe on 
schedule bookings, 
Warnings/notification 
on events that might 
happen because of the 
forecast 



  
data collection, processing those data to demand predictions, and assigning the demands to             
match the delivery Schedule Hours slots. The flow's focus is to plan couriers to operate               
efficiently in terms of delivery time and make sure couriers are online at peak times. By creating                 
fewer to no delivery schedules, these OMs have the flexibility of scheduling since they make               
sure the couriers are online peak times by using other communications and incentives. For              
non-schedule dependent countries, each of the stages of the forecasting journey mapping is             
explained below. 
 
Stage 1: Collecting Data 
 

 Table 7: Data Collection Stage of Non-Schedule Dependent Manager 
 

 
Stage 2: Processing Data 
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No Customer Actions Thoughts/Pain Points Opportunities/ 
Improvements Idea 

1 Open Grafana Tool for 
Performance Last week 

- Visual graphic history   
on historical orders   
and courier supply 
 

2. Check Number of Orders and 
Supply last week 

Insights from previous data 
cannot be extracted manually 

 

3 Collecting Information for 
other factors (Weather, 
Holiday, etc.) 

-  

No Customer Actions Thoughts/Pain Points Opportunities/ 
Improvements Idea 

1 Open Excel sheets/Google 
sheets to process the numbers 

-  

2. Calculate Historical order 
growth (weekday/weekend 
patterns) 

Interpretation of real-time data 
problems and the translation of 
real-time data to hourly data 
 

Efficient tools for 
predicting order 
demand in my city, 
precalculation on the 
forecasted number by 
machine learning, a 
smaller period of the 
demand forecast 

3. Check concerning ● Risk of being Suggestions or 



  

 Table 8: Processing Data Stage of Non-Schedule Dependent Manager 
 
Stage 3: Assigning Supply Schedule 
 

 Table 9: Assigning Supply Stage of Non-Schedule Dependent Manager 
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undersupply/oversupply case undersupplied, 
extracting insights  are 
not straightforward and 
based on a hunch,  

● The negative cycle of 
undersupply (if you are 
not aware that you 
undersupplied on a day, 
there could be a chance 
you will reencounter it 
the week after),  

● Bad user experience for 
both customers and 
couriers if 
undersupplied  

insights based on the 
learning from the 
previous forecast vs. 
real demands 

4 Apply other local forecasting 
factors 

- - 

5 Check forecasting number 
with other teams (internally / 
externally) 

- - 

No Customer Actions Thoughts/Pain Points Opportunities/ 
Improvements Idea 

1 Create hourly schedule 
(new/copy) for each city 

Only simple changes are 
needed on the schedules 

Reduce Scheduled 
Hours slots by 
knowing demands 
beforehand 
 

2. Release schedules for next 
week 

- - 

3. Observe Scheduled Hours 
booking 

The information of courier 
numbers need to be online with 
and without Scheduled Hours 
are known, Couriers not being 
online at the time demand 
forecast are peaking 

Educating couriers 
when to be online and 
manual work to do 
this 



  

5.6 Demand Forecasting Service Blueprint 
The service blueprint acts as a user-centric strategy in connecting users' journey actions with the               
business flow inside the company. Hence, the method will also show other stakeholders' impact              
on the whole forecasting system. The technique is utilized to understand how the OMs would               
interact within the organization. The blueprint also summarized each persona's flow to get a              
complete picture of the current forecasting service. It visualizes the interaction of the users,              
front-end interfaces, back-end services, and also internal supports. The approach presents the            
system holistically and also identifies the current gaps of improvements.  
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 Figure 15: Service Blueprint 
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5.6.1 Service Blueprint - Interaction Analysis 
Using the service blueprint, shown in Figure 15, I analyzed the gaps of improvement inside each 
of the forecasting stages.  

5.6.1.1 Gaps in Data Collection Stage 
The first step is to review the Data Collection stage. In the current process, OMs need to collect                  
the previous graph of historical orders from the Grafana Tools manually each week. The data is                
raw from the internal dashboard tools, therefore gaining insights is not a straightforward task.              
The OMs need to select the right time frame in the tools and then perform the analysis afterward.                  
The OMs need to collect data from several historical timeframes, e.g., last week and last month's                
numbers. These actions are not standardized with any method or approach, hence the OMs from               
different countries collect different order history time frames that in their own opinion can be               
useful for the forecast. In this stage, the OMs also rely on the data warehousing tools (maintained                 
by the Analytics team) in order to get order number transactions in a specific time. Therefore,                
there are opportunities to improve the process by automatically selecting the data via machine              
learning as one example. The same improvement can also be applied in the external data               
gathering process. 
 
The external features data mostly come from outside the company. As described in the previous               
affinity diagram in section 5.1, these external data ranges from weather, salary, events, and other               
features. Some of these features can be easily scraped together from a trustworthy source, for               
example, a weather forecast. However, for additional features like salary cycle and event             
calendars, it would depend on each country. This dependency also concerns the data validity and               
only the local operations know about these specificities. Each country has its own document for               
gathering these features, thereby having less visibility and collaboration with other countries.            
This gap could be solved by having a centralized place to pick these external features and have                 
the local team's ability to customize the data. Having these data preprocessed and centralized              
would reduce the time required to collect the data and have them in a central location for a                  
comprehensive forecasting calculation in the next stage. 

5.6.1.2 Gaps in Forecasting Processing 
The second step is the forecasting process. This step is a more significant gap than the previous                 
stage. Currently, all forecasting calculations are done manually. This process means there is no              
support from the system to do the forecast and no centralized tools to calculate the order number.                 
Each country would do forecasting in their spreadsheet documents, based on their experience,             
instincts, and calculation criteria. Even worse, the OMs need to calculate how much demand they               
are expecting daily and do it for every city which they have in their countries. This process is                  
cumbersome and highly prone to errors since they need to handle numerous data points and               
features at once. The other gap is the communication part of the result. This information needs to                 
be distributed manually by OMs to the relevant stakeholders.  
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This gap clearly could be solved by suggesting the calculation number from a machine learning               
demand forecasting service since Wolt already has the historical data in the system. By having an                
automatic forecasting service, the system could calculate the forecast and perform the forecasting             
job more accurately than the OMs. If the company could find a reliable model to forecast using                 
historical data and these external features and learn from the real data situation actively, it would                
reduce the required time to predict future forecasts. Applying machine learning would improve             
the forecast demand's accuracy in the future, by making the model more robust and trustable.               
Moreover, the forecast's granularity, for example, hourly or daily demand forecast, can also be              
improved as long as Wolt can fine-tune the forecasting model. If the system generates the               
demand forecasts, then the communication part would be easier to trigger and adds more              
visibility and transparency to all stakeholders. 

5.6.1.3 Gaps in Supply Schedule Assignment 
The last step is the Supply Schedule Assignment. After the demand forecast result, the OMs need                
to also forecast the supply line to cater to those expected demands. They usually create the                
schedules by seeing the historical couriers online and comparing them to the schedules they              
made previously. Hence, they would know how accurate their previous guess was on the last               
supply delivery schedule. With the demand forecast number in mind, they could incorporate it              
with the future schedule. As soon as the schedules are released, there will be notifications to the                 
couriers to start booking their Scheduled Hours. The next problem would be on the observing               
part of the assignments. If the OMs are not observing the schedules or the events that could                 
closely impact the demands, they might know that information too late. Thus, there would be a                
risk of undersupply to support the expected demand forecast. The OMs need to be notified about                
these problems, e.g., schedules not filled or forecast changes, as soon as possible so that they                
could prepare the supply mitigation quickly. 
 
As a suggestion for these gaps, there should be a way to alarm and notify these managers in the                   
forecasting service. They should be informed if anything is going to affect their demand or               
supply forecast. For example, the weather forecast might change closer to exact dates. Hence, if               
the changes are significant enough to alter the number of demand forecasts, then the OMs need                
to be alarmed and notified using some predetermined channels. The forecast service could also              
suggest some modification numbers to the supply and Scheduled Hours. However, in the end, it               
should be the decision of the OMs. Furthermore, the suggestions to bridge these gaps on each of                 
the stages are discussed in the Chapter 6. 
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6. Discussions 
Based on the research results and the previous gaps analysis, I argued that the service design                
approach unearthed challenges in the current forecasting process. The used service design            
methods helped uncover the pain points of the forecasting experience from the Operations             
Managers' perspective. Hence, I focused on the parts of the forecasting system that can benefit               
from a better-designed service. It is important to acknowledge that the time spent on the               
forecasting process and the data collection phase are the key elements of the forecasting process               
that can be improved. The current forecasting processes are complicated to begin with.             
Therefore, a better approach to simplifying some phases while maintaining the critical human             
decisions in the process is of utmost importance. 

In the forecasting process, the analysis and calculation of the data can be supported by the                
introduction of an automated self-service forecasting service that utilises machine learning.           
Moreover, a forecasting service can offer the OMs numerous benefits in regards to accuracy and               
time-saving. They can focus their efforts on analyzing the forecast rather than collecting and              
transforming the raw data manually. By transforming the current flow into a standardised and              
automated forecasting service, it opens up the way for more data-driven solutions that can cater               
to each country's requirements. Additionally, the service can be scaled to more countries easily              
as Wolt continues to grow. Having more historical data that is continuously being learned and               
verified by the forecasting service will make the service in the future demands more accurate and                
reliable.  

It is important to note that time will be required to fine-tune the machine learning models to be                  
trusted and confidently used by the managers. The OMs need a forecasting system that is useful,                
trustworthy, and data-driven. However, the complexity of incorporating the current features and            
historical data is high and uniquely processed by each OM. Moreover, because the OMs are               
performing the forecasting manually, they need first to learn if the new service would do the                
forecasting collection and calculation. They need to ensure that all the criteria they use would be                
accounted for in the automatic demand calculation. However, creating a standard forecasting            
service for all countries would need continuous experimentations, review, and updates. Hence,            
the forecasting service still needs to take into account the OM’s supervision (e.g opinions and               
verifications) to the models, to create trustworthy results while being developed over time. I              
foresee that finding the balance between a fully automated forecasting service and system agility              
or verifications from the OM will be a critical part of the Demand Forecasting service               
development in the future. 
 
From this research, the essential components for forecasting the order demand are having             
historical data, growth pattern, weather forecast, salary cycles, and local holiday or events.             
Historical data and growth patterns are the most vital components to create the estimates because               
it settles the demand forecast baseline before incorporating other factors in tuning the forecast              
numbers. The research also showed that countries use historical data and fluctuations in-order             
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data to predict future demands. Hence, the OMs need to be regularly provided with the current,                
sufficient, and insightful data of historical order and forecast. Nevertheless, learning the            
historical data and growth patterns is always a starting point for their demand forecasts. 
 
Each of the countries would have different opinions on how these other factors would scale on                
their forecast. To improve accuracy, they would add data on weather, holiday events, and other               
factors. However, how much of those factors can improve are still based on the intuition of the                 
OMs independently. Although historical order data would still be beneficial, they are worth a lot               
more if it is enriched with other contexts, such as any specific events/weather problems, in               
particular, that happened that day.  
 
Although adding other external factors creates an enriched version of the demand forecast, it can               
also be seen as adding the complex rules and dependencies of the forecast calculation. Therefore,               
the complexities of external features (weather, salary cycles, and other parts) might limit the              
product's innovation prospects in the longer run. As Wolt expands, new factors could arise and               
be included in the calculation. Hence, the company also needs to be able to tailor these rules to                  
each country. I expect each country could give evaluation and quantitative feedback on the              
external factors and forecast performance. This way, the forecast service could be updated             
iteratively and meet the OM’s needs more closely. 
 
An automatic demand forecast service will create benefits and clear transparency to Wolt,             
internally, and the courier supply. Regarding supporting the gig-economy, the forecast service            
would make the decisions based on the schedule justified and legally traceable. Moreover, OMs              
will have the ability to observe the numbers in real-time.  
 
Although the gig economy itself is still seen as not socially sustainable, it is still ethical to                 
support the current work's current contractor model. As the company's couriers work in a              
contractor model, the demand forecasting service would create more meaningful Scheduled           
Hours slots to these couriers. Although the impact is indirect, they would know when and where                
they should work beneficially for their earnings because the OMs will be able to create better                
Scheduled Hours for these couriers. 
 
The demand forecasting service is a tool to help the OMs create an efficient balance between the                 
order demand and planned courier supply. The OM's knowledge is still crucial and cannot just be                
substituted with machine learning algorithms. Hence, I expect the OM's knowledge to be still              
used to make sense of the forecast data and advise the automatic forecasting service where the                
service could evolve. This transformation of forecasting service could benefit numerous           
stakeholders in Wolt, internally and externally. The user insights and experience in creating the              
forecasting service would also accelerate the forecasting service's functionality. This step is            
necessary to pave the way forward for new innovative and user-centric products inside Wolt. 
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7. Limitations and Future Developments 
 
There are several limitations to this research. The first limitation is the low number of sample                
interviewees, due to the OMs' availability for this research. As this research is a part of Wolt's                 
ongoing initiative, the chosen OMs interviewed here were based voluntarily on their availability             
and experience. Out of the current 22 countries operating for Wolt, the research only interviewed               
OMs from 7 countries. The current settings were not covering all the nations that Wolt operates                
in so that the study could have some forecasting process biases from these countries. 
 
Moreover, the data was gathered through semi-structured interviews. Hence, the reliability and            
accuracy of the data depend highly on the OMs' expertise when the interview was conducted. It                
is challenging to research with different sets of characteristics and factors important in each              
country. However, because all the countries generally need the same forecasting information to             
operate, the research would address most of the uncovered countries' issues. Stakeholders taken             
as samples are also limited to OMs and do not include the Business Developer team in Wolt. As                  
the forecasting service would be needed across the different teams in Wolt, it would be better to                 
take more samples from different stakeholder needs in an ideal world. Thus, the improvements              
and problems would be balanced from different teams and different countries that are dependent              
or independent of Scheduled Hour. This approach would create even more comprehensive            
research that represents how the forecasting process is progressing. 
 
Except for Finnish Operations, all the other OMs are located in different cities worldwide. The               
interviews and observations were mostly done via online video conferences. Hence, the            
interviews and observations were based on recorded interviews, mostly sound, and screens only.             
Most of the interviewed OMs explained the forecasting process in the online interview.             
Moreover, because the whole forecasting process would take weeks to observe, I observed the              
OMs only on the specific parts of the flow, such as the forecasting process and the supply                 
assignments parts. If there were no time and location constraints, it would be better to have the                 
interviews and the observation face-to-face with these OMs. Then, I could observe better on their               
behavior when creating these forecasts. These would lead to a detailed observation, both from              
the problems they explain and reality when making the demand forecasts. 
 
This study of demand forecasting service conveys that to comprehend the different internal and              
external factors that contribute to the demand forecasting service, further exploration of each             
country's local specificities is also required. The variations of local specificity and implications             
should be taken into account when thinking about how to forecast better and how the number of                 
demand forecasts can help the local team expect and plan on their supply operations and meet                
their operational targets in the long term. Hence, creating a demand forecasting service that              
caters to the forecasting service's local factors, such as weather or eating time behaviors in               
different countries, could significantly enhance the service. The current service approach would            
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not fit all markets, and there needs to be a way to customize the learnings of these factors based                   
on localities in future research. 
 
The demand forecasting service could also be expanded to the supply forecasting service. Based              
on demand forecasting, the OMs need to forecast how much couriers supply that they should               
have to be online and deliver the food demand in a specific time. If both parts of the demand and                    
supply forecasting calculation are automated by machine learning, then OMs would monitor ad             
hoc or exceptional cases more frequently. The service would also benefit and enhance their              
working time to other parts of the food delivery operations  
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8. Conclusion 
This study aims to understand the current demand forecasting service in Wolt and integrate the               
user-centric design approach to establish a service that supports the forecasting process            
efficiently. Based on the primary users, the focus group of the research is the OMs in Wolt. The                  
service design methods helped reveal the pain points, wishes, and gaps in redefining how the               
demand forecast process should move forward in the future. The service design approach helps              
shape suggestions to match user expectations and needs for the demand forecasting service. The              
approach explains the OMs' underlying experience when forecasting demand and uncovering the            
hidden necessities and insights, which are useful to improve the future forecasting service             
development. With the wisdom of the OMs, the company could suggest better and more robust               
design solutions to the service. 
 
Service design methods also revealed the connection between the service provider and the             
primary users by clarifying the connection and touchpoints to develop the enhancement ideas.             
The Affinity Diagram maps that consisted of the OMs insight were useful for uncovering              
insights and patterns between the OMs on the forecasting process. Using the diagram, I can               
cluster the common patterns to understand the current process better. Furthermore, the Persona             
method displayed the OM's common approach when creating a demand forecasting and supply             
schedules. The two profiles are Schedule Dependent OMs and Non-Schedule Dependent OMs,            
each with different approaches and need to gather and process the demand forecasting. These              
two profiles also differ in how they are using the result of the demand forecasting. The User                 
journey map explained the OM’s journey in the demand forecasting cycle. Using the map, I can                
identify and explore the challenges and opportunities of the current forecasting process with             
OMs. Moreover, the service blueprint combined all the insights from the previous methods and              
conveyed all the services' interaction, both the visible and the background process.  

In the gig-economy industry, planning the right supply to the forecasted demand is one of the                
most critical factors to reach the efficiency of the giggers and the company cost, as discussed in                 
Chapter 2. The extent of this research indicates that the area of order demand forecasting can be                 
effectively improved by automating the process and fine-tuning the results based on external and              
local factors. In the scope of forecasting service, automated machine learning model-generated            
results could offer the accuracy and time-efficiency that many companies encounter in this             
digital era. With the capability to automate the forecasting process and maintenance, the service              
can be scalable for more country expansion while still bridging the local factors and necessities               
during the forecasting process. An automated forecasting service would help the OMs become             
aware of the expected growth changes, which improves the flexibility and precision to prepare              
the courier supply. By allowing these local OMs to set and tune their local forecasting factors,                
the forecast results will be more reliable and beneficial for future learnings of the demand               
forecasting model. 
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Operation-wise, determining and gathering the most crucial factors in Wolt Demand forecasting            
plays an essential role in creating an efficient end-to-end courier supply planning process. The              
information-gathering phase was collected manually, and not every country is doing it in a              
standardized way in Wolt. In this phase, OMs should gather the needed forecasting data in a                
centralized service (both historical data and external factors) to choose and recommend unique             
factors that matter on their local demand forecasting. This would create flexibility and improve              
the trustworthiness of the result. In the forecasting phase, OMs should be able to self-service               
themselves in calculating the demand forecast. The results will create higher efficiency in the              
time, cost, and headcounts needed to generate the estimates locally. Hence, the operations will              
focus more on the forecast result about growth, supply recommendations, insights, and real-time             
events. 
 
As discussed in section 7, the future forecasting service should solve and consider the gaps inside                
of each phase of the process. As an addition to the centralized and automated forecasting               
process, the service providers must facilitate functions to flexibly adjust which factors and how              
much the factors would impact the forecast locally. Each local yet external factor is vital to the                 
reliability improvement of demand numbers. The service needs to make the data obvious,             
accessible, and reusable for Wolt to use. Improving the forecast process phase of the service is                
crucial not only to the OMs but also to the company, such as business stakeholders.               
Consequently, if the current forecasting flow is standardized into an internal service process,             
then the demand forecasting result in all countries would be more accessible, improving the              
company's knowledge assets in general. 
 
In the upcoming future, the expansion of the forecasting service can also be applied supply-wise               
since both the order demand and courier supply is a continuous process to make efficiency with                
many factors. Forecasting both sides of the equations would give the OM’s wisdom on better               
handling and planning on the expected real-world situation. These approaches should be refined             
in-advance warning of demand or supply so that the OMs could act fast to changes in real-time                 
and not just on the planning side. 
 
 
Having the automated forecasting results as a foundation of the Wolt demand forecasting service              
can help overlay its standard way of forecasting throughout the company. Creating a centralized              
service that answers the internal users' aspirations and insights would ensure the creation of the               
right experience flow and internal scalability of the forecasting tool. For example, if Wolt is               
expanding to a new country, then having the same automated forecast service processed in the               
same fashion with other countries would be an asset to jump-start the supply process that can be                 
improved. 
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